Clay Hall

Slaughter Hall

Withers Brown Hall

Hooding Tables

Start of JD seating (usually last names A–M)

Seats will be labeled by name

Guest Seating

Rest of JD seating, followed by JD-MBAs then LLMs then SJDS

Seats will be labeled by degree then name

Ushers will lead each row to the hooding line

The first JD graduate sits here, next to the usher

Someone here will check names to make sure you are in alphabetical order

From here you will be sent to the hooding tables in groups of four; please stay in alphabetical order

Start of JD seating

Usher will lead each row to the hooding line

Receive your ceremonial scroll from the Dean; photographer will take your photo

Photographer will take your photo after you exit the stage

Guest Seating

Videoographer

Guest Seating